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ABSTRACT
Thermal buckling characteristics of hypersonic aircraft sandwich panels of various aspect ratios were
investigated. The panel is fastened at its four edges to the substructures under four different edge condi-
tions and is subjected to uniform temperature loading. Minimum potential energy theory and finite element
methods were used to calculate the panel buckling temperatures. The two methods gave fairly close buck-
ling temperatures. However, the finite element method gave slightly lower buckling temperatures than
those given by the minimum potential energy theory. The reasons for this slight discrepancy in eigensolu-
tions are discussed in detail. In addition, the effect of eigenshifting on the eigenvalue convergence rate is
discussed.
NOMENCLATURE
Amn , Akl Fourier coefficients of trial function for w, in.
- 2tsE x - 2tsVyxE x
- 'A12- 1Aij extensional stiffnesses of sandwich panel, All 1 -- _¢xyVyx -- VxyVy x
- 2tsVxyEy - 2tsEy -
A21 - ' A22 = 1 ' A66 = 2tsGxy' lb/in
1--Vxy _ yx -- V xy Vy x
a length of sandwich panel, in.
ij coefficients of characteristic equationsamnkl
Bmn, Bkl Fourier coefficients of trial function for 7xz, in/in
b width of sandwich panel, in.
c shift factor in eigenvalue extractions
Cmn, Ckl Fourier coefficients of trial function for "_yz' in/in
2E xI s 2VyxExI s
= ' D12 - 1-Dij bending stiffnesses of sandwich panel, Dll 1 -- VxyMy x Vxy_gy x
2VxyEyIs 2EyI s
= ' D22 - 1 ' D66 = 2Gxyls' in-lb
O21 i -- V xyVy x -- Vxy Vyx
BOx , D Qy transverse shear stiffnesses in xz-,yz-planes, D Qx = hcGcxz, D Qy = hcG cyz, lb/in
D* flexural stiffness parameter, DI_-H_ID_2,in-lb
dl, d2, d 3 relative displacements of actual face sheets in x-, y-, and z-directions, in.
P !
d l, d 2, d'3 relative displacements of finite element face sheets in x-, y-, and z-directions, in.
Ex, Ey Young's moduli of face sheets, lb/in 2
Ecx , Ecy , Ecz effective Young's moduli of honeycomb core, lb/in 2
E'cz effective Young's modulus of finite element sandwich core in z-direction, lb/in 2
Gcxy, Gcxz, Gcy z effective shear moduli of honeycomb core, lb/in 2
G' G'
cxz, cyz effective transverse shear moduli of finite element sandwich core, lb/in 2
Gxy shear modulus of face sheets, lb/in 2
h depth of sandwich panel = distance between middle planes of two face sheets, in.
h c depth of honeycomb core, h c = h - ts, in.
I s moment of inertia, per unit width, of a face sheet taken with respect to horizontal
1t .2 1 3 in4/incentroidal axis of the sandwich panel, I s = _ sn + i_ts,
i index, 1, 2, 3, ...
JLOC joint location (used in figures and tables)
j index, 1, 2, 3, ...
K system stiffness matrix
Kg system initial stress stiffness matrix corresponding to a particular applied force
condition
k index, 1, 2, 3, ...
NTxa2 N; a2
kx, ky compressive buckling load factors in x- and y-directions, kx 2D, , ky _2D *
N T 2a
kxy shear buckling load factor, kxy - xy
_2D*
l index, 1, 2, 3, ...
Mx, My bending moment intensities, (in-lb)/in
rn number of buckle half waves in x-direction
N r N r N r thermal forces, lb/in
x' y' xy
n number of buckle half waves in y-direction
SPAR structural performance and resizing finite element computer program
ts thickness of sandwich face sheets, in.
u, v, w displacement components in x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively, in.
X displacement vector
x, y, z rectangular Cartesian coordinates
xa, YG global x- and y-coordinates for finite element model
2
(Ix, (ly coefficients of thermal expansion, in/in-°F
Ctxy coefficients of thermal shear distortion, in/in-°F
"[xz' Yyz transverse shear strain in xz- and yz-planes, in/in
AT temperature rise, °F
ATa assumed buckling temperature, °F
ATcr critical buckling temperature, °F
11
numerical coefficient of Nyr in amnkl
rl numerical factor in buckling equation, which changes with the edge condition
_i eigenvalue of i-th buckling mode
Vxy, Vyz Poisson ratios of face sheets, also used for those of sandwich panel
Vcxy,Vcyz,Vcxz Poisson ratios of honeycomb core
T 11
numerical coefficient of N x in amnkl
PTi specific weight of titanium material, lb/in 3
Pnc specific weight of titanium honeycomb core, Ib/in 3
INTRODUCTION
Hypersonic aircraft structural panels are subjected not only to aerodynamic loading (mechanical load-
ing), but also to aerodynamic heating (thermal loading). These structural panels are usually called hot
structural panels because they operate at elevated temperatures. For certain cases, the thermal load could
be the primary load, and therefore, it could be a key factor in the design of the hot structures. When a
monolithic hot structure is subjected to uniform temperature field and is allowed to expand freely, no ther-
mal stresses can be generated in the structural panel. When the temperature field is nonuniform, thermal
stresses can build up in the panel even if it can expand freely. In actual applications, the structural panels
are attached to relatively cooler substructures (i.e., spars and ribs, both of which act as heat sinks); the pan-
els are, therefore, constrained from free expansion. These constraints will cause thermal stresses to build
up in the panels. The heating over an individual panel surface is usually relatively uniform; however, the
panel surface temperatures are seldom uniform over the entire panel surface because the panel edges are
attached to the heat sinks (i.e., relatively cooler substructures). The temperature rise over the panel surface
will then have a plateau in a large central region and will taper down near the cooler edges. That is, the
temperature rise profile over the panel surface will look like a truncated dome shape. High-intensity ther-
mal loading could induce (1) thermal buckling, (2) material degradation, (3) thermal creep, (4) thermal
yielding, (5) thermal cracking after cooling down, etc. Excess thermal deformation caused by thermal
buckling could disturb the airflow field, creating localized hot spots that could degrade the panel's struc-
tural performance.
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When the structural panels are applied as the hypersonic aircraft wing skins, the aerodynamic loading
during hypersonic flight will cause the wing upper panels to be under combined spanwise compression (re-
suiting from wing bending) and shear (resulting from wing torsion). On the other hand, the wing lower skin
panels will be subjected to combined spanwise tension and shear loading. Under thermal loading, both the
wing upper and lower skin panels will be under mainly biaxial compression with certain localized shear.
The thermal loading will increase the mechanical compressive stresses in the wing upper panels, and tend
to reduce the mechanical compressive stresses in the wing lower panels. Thus, the thermomechanical
buckling characteristics of the hot structural panels are a critical concern in the hypersonic aircraft wing
structural panels.
Thermal buckling problems of single plates (continuous or laminated composites) were investigated
by several authors in recent years (refs. 1-6), and thermomechanical buckling characteristics of the hot
structural sandwich panels were analyzed extensively by Ko and Jackson (refs. 7-12). Using the minimum
potential energy method, Ko and Jackson developed thermomechanical buckling equations for orthotropic
rectangular sandwich panels subjected to combined mechanical compressive and shear loading, or under
thermal loading (refs. 11-12).
This report investigates the thermal buckling characteristics of uniformly heated rectangular titanium
sandwich panels of different aspect ratios supported under four different edge conditions. The thermal
buckling loads (or buckling temperatures) will be calculated using Ko-Jackson thermal buckling equations
(refs. 11-12) and the finite element method for the purpose of validating the Ko-Jackson theory. The ther-
mal buckling solutions obtained from the two methods will be compared and their discrepancies discussed.
DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM
Figure i shows the geometry of the hypersonic aircraft rectangular sandwich panel. The sandwich pan-
el has length a, width b, and depth h. It is fabricated with titanium face sheets of the same thicknesses
ts, joined together through a titanium honeycomb core of depth hc using the enhanced diffusion bonding
process (ref. 13). Figure 2 shows the combined thermal forces acting on the middle plane of the sandwich
panel.
For the thermal buckling analysis, the panel will be subjected to uniform temperature field under four
different edge conditions shown in figure 3. The edges in the x- and y-directions are defined, respectively,
as sides and ends. The minimum potential energy thermal buckling theory developed by Ko and Jackson
(refs. 11-12) and the finite element method will be used to calculate panel buckling temperatures, and the
eigensolutions based on the two methods will be compared.
RAYLEIGH-RITZ THERMAL BUCKLING ANALYSIS
In the thermal buckling analysis of sandwich panels conducted by Ko and Jackson (refs. 11-12), the
extensional and bending stiffnesses are provided by the two face sheets, and the panel transverse shear
stiffness is provided by the sandwich core only.
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Panel Boundary Conditions
The four sets of boundary conditions used in the Ko and Jackson thermal buckling analysis
(refs. 11-12) are given below.
Case 1: Four edges simply supported (4S condition)
x = O,a: u = V = W = M x = '_yz = 0 (1)
y = O,b: u = v = w = My = Txz = 0 (2)
Case 2: Four edges clamped (4C condition)
aw
X = 0, a: U = V = W - Ox - _txz = _yz = 0 (3)
c]W
y = 0, b: u = v = w - Oy - Txz = _tyz = 0 (4)
Case 3: Two sides clamped, two ends simply supported (2C2S condition)
x = O, a: u = V = W = M x = "Yyz = 0 (5)
Ow
y = O,b: u = v = w - 3y - Txz = Tyz = 0 (6)
Case 4: Two sides simply supported, two ends clamped (2S2C condition)
Ow
x = 0, a: u = v = w - Ox - Txz = Ty_ = 0 (7)
y = O,b: u = v = w = My = Txz = 0 (8)
For anisotropic sandwich panels, cases 3 and 4 will give different thermal buckling solutions.
Deformation Functions
For satisfying the different sets of boundary conditions (1) through (8), the associated deformation
functions {w, Txz, Ty_} chosen by Ko and Jackson (refs. 11-12) in the thermal buckling analysis of the
sandwich panels have the following forms:
Case 1: 4S condition
o0 GO
• . m_x. nzty
w(x,y) = _ _AmnSln_Sln (9)a b
m=ln=l
O0 oo
Bmn cos _ sin _ (10)yxz(X,y) = _ _ mnx. nnya b
m= ln= l
oo oo
yyz(X,y ) _ _ _.-, . mnx nnyCmn sin _ cos-- (11)a b
m=ln=l
Case 2: 4C condition
oo oo
• nx . ny , . m nx . n ny
w(x,y) = sin--a-Sin- ff _ _ AmnSln--sln_ (12)a b
m=ln=l
oo QO
nx . ny ,, . m nx. n ny
yxz(X,y) = cos--_-sln-_-- _ _ DmnSln_slna b
m=ln=l
(13)(2O O0
• nx . ny m nx . n ny
mBmn cos _ sin _+ SlnaSln'b'- _ _ a b
m=ln=l
.-, . m_x . nny
"Yyz(X'Y) = sin-_cos_ _ _ t_mnSln--slna b
m=ln=l
(14)oo oo
• nx . ny mnx nny
+ SlnaSln-- ff _ _ nCmnsin--c°s--a b
m=ln=l
Case 3: 2C2S condition
oo oo
• . mnx. nz_y
w(x,y) = sin_ _ _ AmnSln--sln-- (15)a b
m=ln=l
oo (20
Bmn cos _ sm -- (16)yxz(X,y) = sin _ _ m_x. mtya b
m=ln=l
O0 O0
. mnx. n_y
yyz(X,y) = cos_ _ _ CmnSln_sln -a b
m=ln=l
(171oo oo
+sin-_ _ _nCmnsinm_tXcos n_ya b
m=ln=l
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Case 4: 2S2C condition
oo oo
• . mJtx. mty
w(x,y) = sin :tx _ _ AmnSln--sln_ (18)a a b
m=ln=l
oo oo
yxz(X,y) = cos_.X _ _., . mnxIJmn sin -- sin mtya b
m=ln=l (191oo oo
mBmnCOS-- sin-+ sin _ _ m_tx . mtya b
m=ln=l
oo GO
• ,-, . m_x n:xy
_ty z (X, y)= sm_ -_ _ _ GmnSln_cos-- (20)a b
m=ln=l
The choice of these four sets of deformation functions, each of which satisfies the associated boundary
conditions (1) through (8), is for the mathematical amenability of the eigenvalue solutions. As shown in
figure 4, the zero transverse shear distortions (i.e., Yxz = 0 or _, z = 0) at the panel edges cannot been-
forced simultaneously in the actual panel deformations, except fVorthe 4C condition.
Thermal Buckling Equations
The thermal buckling equations developed by Ko and Jackson (refs. 11-12) for uniformly heated and
constrained rectangular orthotropic sandwich panels using the Rayleigh-Ritz method, written in terms of
temperature rise AT for each set of integral values {m, n} (or mode shape), have the following form
_ _ I_Tkl + Pmnkl + _mnkl]akl = O (21)
The bending-stiffness parameter mmnkl and the extensional stiffness parameter Pmnkl in equation
(21) are defined as
12 I' 23 31 21 33 _ 13 t' 21 32 22 31
a b -11 amnkl _amnklamnkl -- amnklamnkl j + amnkl _amnklamnkl--amnklamnkl j
=- -- a mnkl + (22)
Mmnkl _]A66_xy _ 22 33 23 32classical amnklamnkl -- a mnklamnkl
thin plate transverse shear effect terms
theory term
ab
Pmnkl- - [_ (m, k) (AllOtx + Alecty) + _ (n, l) (A21_x + A22_y ) ] (23)
TIA66_txy
The characteristic coefficients ij
amnkl (i, j = 1, 2,13 ) appearing in equation (22) are defined in appendix
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A, and amnkl in equation (22) is the first part of amnkl , containing no thermal loading terms (i.e., terms
containing {kx, k. }). The parameters {_, _} in equation (23) are, respectively, the numerical coeffi-
cients of the load (actors {kx, ky} contained in 11amnkl. The values of {_, _} change with the indicial and
edge conditions (ref. 12).
The numerical parameter rl, appearing in equations (22) and (23), and the special delta function _)mnkl'
appearing in equation (21), are defined for different edge conditions as (ref. 12)
Case 1: 4S condition
Xl = 32 mnkl
(24)
--_ ; m+-k = odd, n+-I = odd
_mnkl (m 2 _ k2) (n 2 _ 12)
Case 2: 4C condition
r I - (16) 32
l2 --mnkl[m 2+k 2-2] [n 2+ 2]
= ; (25)
6mnkl (m 2 _ k 2) (n 2 _/2) [ (m + k) 2 _ 4] [ (m - k) 2 _ 4] [ (n + l) 2 _ 4] [ (n -- l) 2 _ 4]
m.,'-k = odd, n_l= odd
Case 3: 2C2S condition
rl = 83
mnkl[2- (n 2 + 12)] (26)
_3mnkl = ; m+-k = odd, n___l=odd
(m 2_k 2) (n 2_12) [(n+l) 2_4][(n_l)2_4]
Case 4: 2S2C condition
rl =
mnkl[2-(m a+k 2)] ; m-k =odd, n_l-odd (27)
_mntl (mZ_k2) (n2_12) [ (m + k) Z_4].[ (m_k) 2_4 ]
In the thermal buckling equation (21), both Mmnkt and Pmnkl terms contain temperature dependent
material properties. Thus, in the eigenvalue solution process using equation (21), one has to assume
a buckling temperature ATa and use the material properties corresponding to ATa as inputs to calculate
the buckling temperature ATcr. This material property iteration process must continue until ATa
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approaches ATcr. Thus, in the thermal buckling, the eigenvalue solution process is a multi-step process.
However, in the mechanical buckling, only one step eigenvalue solution process is required.
When the coefficient of thermal shear distortion is zero (i.e., Otxy = 0), the buckling equation (21)
takes on the form
IMmnklAT II
_l_ + emnk Akl = 0 (28)
where Mmnkl and emnkl are defined as
I 12 23 31 21 33 13 / 21 32 22 31
-- -11 amnkl ( amnklamnkl -- amnklamnkl ) + amnkl _'amnklamnkl--amnklamnkJ (29)Mmnkl=- amnkl + 22 33 23 32
amnklamnkl -- amnklamnkl
t:_mnkl =- [_ (m, k) (_ll_x +/_12_y) + _ (n, l) (_21_x +/_22_y) ] (30)
When equation (28) is reduced to the isotropic case with no transverse shear effects, the buckling tem-
perature ATcr will be independent of the material's modulus of elasticity (ref. 14).
The characteristic equation (21) forms a system of infinite number of simultaneous homogeneous
equations, each of which is associated with each indicial combination of {m, n}. Those simultaneous equa-
tions, generated from equation (21), have the following characteristics. The first two terms
(Mmnkl/AT + Pmnkl) of equation (21) are nonzero only for the indicial conditions {m = k or m - k = 2}
and {n l or n l 2} based on the indicial constraints for ij (appendix A). Thus, if (m + n) is even,= -- = amnkl -
then (k -/) is also even, and if (m - n) is odd, then (k -/) is also odd. The special delta function _mnkl in
the third term of equation (21) is nonzero only when (m _ k) is odd and (n -/) is odd. It follows that (m - k)
_ (n +_/) = (m ---n) _ (k --_/) = even. This implies that if (m + n) is even, then (k -/) is also even, and if
(m -,-n) is odd, so also is (k --./). Because of these indicial characteristics, there is no coupling between the
even case (i.e., symmetric buckling) and the odd case (i.e., antisymmetric buckling). Thus, the simulta-
neous equations generated from equation (21) may be divided into two groups that are independent of each
other---one group for which (m +_n) is even, and the other group for which (m _ n) is odd (refs. 11-12).
For the deflection coefficients Akl to have nontrivial solutions for given aspect ratio b/a, the determi-
nant of coefficients of unknown AklOf the simultaneous homogeneous equations written out from
equation (21) must vanish. The largest eigenvalue 1AT thus obtained will give the lowest buckling tem-
perature ATcr. The determinants of the coefficients of the simultaneous equations written out from equa-
tion (21) up to order 12 are given in appendix B for the cases m _ n = even (symmetric buckling) and m _
n = odd (antisymmetric buckling) for different edge conditions. The determinants of order 12 were found
to give sufficiently accurate eigensolutions and, therefore, the determinants were truncated at order 12 in
the present eigenvalue extractions. In appendix B one notices that for the 4S edge condition only,
(MmnklAT + Pmnkl) terms form the diagonal terms of the determinants, and the nonzero off-diagonal
terms consist only of numerical values given by _3mnkl. However, for the rest of edge conditions,
(Mmnkl/AT + Pmnkl) not only appear in the diagonal terms, but also in the off-diagonal terms (mixed with
the numerical terms associated with _)mnkl)"
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FINITE ELEMENT THERMAL BUCKLING ANALYSIS
The structural performance and resizing (SPAR) finite element computer program (ref. 15) was used
in the finite element thermal buckling analysis of the sandwich panels.
Finite Element Modeling
To gather thermal buckling data of sandwich panels having a wide range of aspect ratios b/a, three ba-
sic finite element models of different b/a were set up so that each model would cover certain limited range
of b/a. Changing b/a of each model was accomplished by simply modifying length b and keeping length
a constant. Sometimes more elements had to be added to an overstretched model to maintain proper ele-
ment aspect ratios. An overstretched model without additional elements could result in local buckling of
slender element cells rather than global buckling of the panels (i.e., local buckling temperature is less than
the global buckling temperature). For low b/a (< 1.8) and high b/a (> 2.9) aspect ratio panels (figs. 5(a)
and 5(c)) for which the lowest buckling mode were symmetric, only the quarter panels were modeled. The
SPAR constraint commands SYMMETRY PLANE = 1 and SYMMETRY PLANE = 2 (ref. 15) were then
used to generate the full panels. For moderate b/a (1.8 < b/a < 2.9) aspect ratio panels (fig. 5(b)) for
which the lowest buckling mode could be either symmetric or antisymmetric, half panels were modeled.
The SPAR constraints command SYMMETRY PLANE = 1 was then used to generate the full panels. For
purely antisymmetric buckling, one can model only a quarter panel and use the constraint commands
SYMMETRY PLANE = 1 and ANTISYMMETRY PLANE = 2 to generate the whole panel. However,
such quarter-panel models were not used in gathering the buckling data because they consistently gave
somewhat higher buckling temperatures than those given by the half-panel models. Figure 6 shows the
three basic finite element models set up for the sandwich panels. Both models A and C are the quarter-
panel models, but model B is a half-panel model. From these basic models, several modified models (not
model shown) were also set up for handling certain aspect ratios and edge conditions.
Each face sheet of the sandwich panel was modeled with one layer of E43 elements (quadrilateral com-
bined membrane and bending elements) and the sandwich core with one layer of $81 elements (hexahe-
dron (or brick) elements), which connect the upper and the lower face-sheet elements E43. Because the
joint locations of those face sheet elements E43 are located in the middle planes of the respective face
sheets, the finite element core depth will then be h instead of the actual depth hc (fig. 7). Thus, to simulate
the actual relative displacements (or maintain same stiffness) between the two face sheets in the sandwich
thickness direction and the x- and y-directions (i.e., d 3 = d_ and d I = d_ and d 2 = d_, fig. 7), the
P
thickness elastic modulus E'cz,and the transverse shear moduliGcx z and Gcyz of the $81 elements had to
be increased slightly according to the following relationships:
E' h (31)
cz = Ecz'ff
C
C'cxz : Ocxzh (32)
C
G' h (33)
cyz = G cyz'h-
C
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One can also model the sandwich core with one layer of $81 elements having the exact depth hc, and
then connect the gaps between E43 joints and $81 joints with rigid elements. However, this alternative
modeling method requires twice as many total joint locations, and therefore, it was not used.
For simply supported edges, free rotation and free transverse shear deformation must be allowed
(fig. 8(a)). To simulate this type of edge, pin-ended rigid rods were attached to the panel edge for connect-
ing the two face sheets (sandwich core carries no extensional and bending stiffnesses), and then the mid-
points of the rigid rods were pin-jointed to fix points lying in the sandwich middle plane (fig. 8(a)). Each
pin-ended rigid rod was modeled with two identical E22 elements (beam element for which the intrinsic
stiffness matrix is given). To simulate the rigidity of the rod, extensional and transverse shear stiffnesses
of the E22 elements were made very large. The pin-joint condition at the face sheet edges was simulated
by assigning zero values to the rotational spring constants in the stiffness matrix for the E22 elements. The
pin-joint condition at the middle-plane fixed points was simulated by relaxing the three rotational con-
straints. Two methods were used to connect the ends of the E22 elements to the middle plane fixed points.
In the first method (center drawing of fig. 8(a)), the first joint of each E22 element was connected to the
associated joint of E43 element and its end point to the panel middle-plane fixed point. In the second meth-
od (right-hand drawing of fig. 8(a)), the ends of the two identical E22 elements, whose first joints were
connected to the upper and the lower face sheets, were connected together to the middle-plane fixed point
through E25 element (zero length element used to elastically connect geometrically coincidental joints).
The stiffnesses of the E25 were made so large that the two E22 elements, connected together by the E25
element, will behave like one rigid rod. These two types of simply supported edge simulations were found
to give identical thermal buckling solutions. In most of the buckling data gathering, the first edge simula-
tion was used because it required less joint locations.
For the clamped edge (fig. 8(b)), the edges of the two face sheets were built into fixed vertical walls to
generate the desired constraints of zero slope, zero in-plane displacements, and zero transverse shear de-
formations.
Table 1 shows the sizes of the three finite element models set up for the sandwich panels of different
b/a.
Table 1. Sizes of three finite element models A, B, and
C (c.f., fig. 6).
Feature Model A Model B Model C
JLOC 2178 4850 4050
E43 2048 4608 3840
$81 1024 2304 1920
To make sure that the above finite element models gave accurate eigensolutions, the sandwich cores
of model A was modified to two layers of $81 elements to investigate the eigensolution convergencies. It
turned out that both the basic and the modified models gave practically identical eigensolutions. Because
the modified model required about three times longer computational time, it was not used in the actual
buckling data gatherings.
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Eigenvalue Extractions
The eigenvalue equation for buckling problems is of the form
Z.KgX+ KX = 0 (34)
where
Kg = system initial stress stiffness matrix (or differential stiffness matrix), corresponding to partic-
ular applied force condition (e.g., thermal loading), and in general a function of X
K = system stiffness matrix
X = displacement vector
_'i = eigenvalues for various buckling modes
The eigenvalues k i (i = 1,2,3,...) are the load factors by which the static load (mechanical or thermal)
must be multiplied to produce buckling loads corresponding to various buckling modes. Namely, if the ap-
plied temperature load is AT, then the buckling temperature ATcr for the i-th buckling mode is obtained
from
ATcr = _iAT (35)
If it is desired to find eigenvalues in the neighborhood of c, then the following shifted eigenvalue equation
may be used.
(;_-c)K X + (K + c Ke,)X = 0 (36)
In the eigenvalue extractions, the SPAR program uses an iterative process consisting of a Stodola ma-
trix iteration procedure, followed by a Rayleigh-Ritz procedure, and then followed by a second Stodola
procedure. This process results in successively refined approximations of i eigenvectors associated with
the i eigenvalues of equation (34) closest to zero. Reference 15 describes the details of this process.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
The hot structural sandwich panels analyzed were fabricated with titanium face sheets and titanium
sandwich core having the following geometrical and material properties.
Geometry:
a = 24 in.
b = varying
h = 0.75 in.
he = h- ts = 0.69 in.
t = 0.06 in.
s
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Material properties:
Face sheets
70 °F 900 °F*
Ex = Ey, lb/in 2 16 x 106 13.1 x 106
Gxy, lb/in 2 6.2 x 10 6 5.0 x 10 6
Vxy = Vyx 0.31 0.31
etx = _y, in/in-°F 4.85 x 10-6 5.35 × 10 -6
Ctxy, in/in-°F 0 0
Pri, lb/in3 0.16 0.16
*Mach 15 flight temperature.
Honeycomb core (properties at 600°F)
E = 2.7778 x 104 lb/in 2
cx
E = 2.7778 x 10 4 lb/in a
cy
E = 2.7778 x 105 lb/in a
cz
G = 0.00613 lb/in a
cxy
G = 0.81967 x 105 lb/in a
cyz
Gcxz = 1.81 x 105 lb/in 2
v = 0.658 x 10-2
cxy
Vcy z = 0.643 x 10 -6
v = 0.643 x 10-6
cxz
Ctx -- _y = 5.37 X 10 -6 in/in-°F
et = 0 in/in- °F
xy
PHc = 3.674 x 10 -3 lb/in 3
The main objective of the present report is to study the general trend of thermal buckling characteristics
of sandwich panels under different edge conditions, and to validate Ko-Jackson theory (ref. 12). Because
of the lack of material property data at high temperatures, the material iteration process was not performed,
and the face sheet properties at 900 °F and sandwich core properties at 600 °F were used in the buckling
temperature calculations.
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RESULTS
Eigenvalue Iterations
In finite element eigenvalue extractions, the maximum number of iterations was set to be 100. For most
cases (with or without eigenshifting), however, the eigenvalues converged well below 100 iterations based
on the convergence criterion (1Xi- Xi_II/ Ki) < 10-4. Figure 9 compares the convergence curves of eigen-
value iterations with and without shifting for the square panel (b/a = 1) under the 4C condition. With shift-
ing, the number of iterations could be reduced from 14 to 9 iterations. For certain cases, the number of
eigenvalue iterations with shifting turned out to be very close or even identical to that without shifting. For
certain problems, such as the thermocryogenic buckling of cryogenic tanks (ref. 16), eigenshifting could
drastically reduce the number of eigenvalue iterations (i.e., reduction in computer time). For the present
sandwich panel buckling problem, however, the reduction in the number of eigenvalue iterations through
the eigenshifting turned out to be relatively small or negligible.
In most of the thermal buckling data gathering, the eigenshifting method was used. The shifting factors
used were near the values of the buckling temperatures predicted from the energy theory. In figure 10 the
ELXSI 6400 computer processor times are plotted as functions of the number of eigenvalue iterations for
the four edge conditions. The processor time per iteration (i.e., slope of the data fitting line) for the 4S, 4C,
2C2S, and 2S2C conditions are, respectively, 2.45, 1.88, 2.48, and 2.06 minutes.
Buckling Temperatures
Figures 11, 12, and 13, respectively, show the lowest-mode buckling shapes of sandwich panels of as-
pect ratios b/a = 1, 2, and 3 under the four different edge conditions. Notice that at the simply supported
edges of the 4S case and at the clamped edges of the 2C2S and 2S2C cases, the transverse shear deforma-
tions cannot be zero (fig. 4). At higher b/a (figs. 12 and 13), the 4C and 2S2C cases required finer element
models for obtaining global buckling. The square panel (b/a = 1, fig. 11), under all the four different edge
conditions, buckled symmetrically with {m = 1, n = 1} buckling mode. For the b/a = 2 rectangular panel
(fig. 12), the 4S, 4C and 2C2S conditions still induced symmetrical buckling mode of {m = 1, n = 1}. How-
ever, under the 2S2C condition, the rectangular panel buckled antisymmetrically under {m = 1, n = 2}
buckling mode. For the slender panel of b/a = 3 (fig. 13), both 4S and 2C2S conditions continued to induce
symmetrical buckling mode of {m = 1. n = 1}. However, under the 4C and 2S2C conditions, the multiple
symmetrical buckling mode of {m = 1, n = 3} turned out to be the lowest buckling mode. In figure 14 the
thermal buckling temperatures calculated using the minimum energy method (solid curves) and the finite
element method (circular symbols) are plotted as functions of panel aspect ratio b/a for the four cases of
edge conditions. Notice that for the high values of b/a, the thermal buckling solutions for the 2C2S and
2S2C cases approach those of the 4S and 4C cases, respectively, because the constraint effects of the short-
er edges of the slender panels diminish. The buckling solutions obtained from the two methods compare
fairly well. The average solution difference between the two methods are 3.87%, 1.62%, 2.04% and 2.71%
respectively for the 4S, 4C, 2C2S and 2S2C cases. The finite element method tends to give slightly lower
buckling temperatures than those given by the minimum-energy method. The reason could be the follow-
ing: (1) the finite element method allows deformations in the sandwich thickness direction, which the min-
imum energy theory ignores, (2) the theoretical edge conditions of zero "Yxzand '_yz (eqs. (1), (2), (5)-(8))
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cannot be enforced properly in the finite element edge constraints for the 4S, 2C2S, and 2S2C conditions
(fig 4), and (3) the finite element modeling assumptions. For the 4C case only, all the theoretical edge con-
ditions could be enforced in the finite element edge constraints. For 4S, 4C and 2C2S cases, the discrep-
ancy of the eignsolutions between the two methods is larger at the low values of b/a, and gradually
diminishes at high values of b/a. This solution discrepancy is minimum for the 4C case, and maximum for
the 4S case (because both Yxz and Yyz cannot be zero at the edges of the finite element modes). For the
2S2C case, the solution discrepancy is almost unaffected by the change of b/a. Table 2 lists the buckling
temperatures ATcr calculated from the minimum energy and the finite element methods.
Table 2. Buckling temperatures of sandwich panels calculated using minimum
energy and finite element models.
ATcr , °F
4S 4C 2C2S 2S2C
Energy Finite Energy Finite Energy Finite Energy Finite
b/a theory element theory element theory element theory element
0.5 1297 1207 2541 2498 2424 2366 1512 1464
0.6 1051 970 2169 2126 1995 1938 1334 1286
0.7 885 815 1889 1847 1654 1603 1232 1187
0.8 769 710 1683 1645 1387 1343 1175 1132
0.9 682 637 1535 1499 1181 1143 1144 1105
1.0 622 583 1428 1396 1021 988 1128 1093
1.1 575 547 1352 1322 897 866 1122 1090
1.2 538 513 1297 1271 799 774 1121 1092
1.4 486 465 1232 1209 662 640 1126 1102
1.6 451 436 1199 1179 573 560 1136 1116
1.8 427 416 1183 1165 514 504 1144 1130
2.0 409 403 1175 1160 473 471 1128 1096
2.2 396 391 11.72 1158 444 439 1122 1092
2.4 386 382 1171 1156 423 419 1121 1094
2.6 379 376 1164 1155 407 404 1122 1099
2.8 372 370 1156 1151 395 393 1126 1100
3.0 367 366 1150 1145 386 384 1128 1095
4.0 353 348 1140 1121 360 360 1124 1100
CONCLUSIONS
Thermal buckling characteristics of hypersonic aircraft honeycomb-core sandwich panels subjected to
uniform temperature loading were analyzed using minimum energy theory and finite element methods.
The thermal buckling curves were generated for titanium sandwich panels of various aspect ratios. The
two methods predicted very close buckling temperatures, and thus, the Ko-Jackson theory was validated.
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The finite element method tended to give slightly lower buckling temperatures than those given by the
minimum energy theory. The slight discrepancies in the eigensolutions between the two methods could be
attributed to the following:
1. The minimum energy theory does not consider deformations in the panel thickness direction, where-
as the finite element method does.
2. The theoretical zero transverse shear deformations at the panel edges cannot be enforced in the finite
element models with simply supported edges and cannot be enforced simultaneously in the finite elements
models with mixed simply supported and clamped edges.
3. Assumptions made in finite element modeling.
The discrepancy of the eigensolutions between the minimum energy theory and the finite element
method is the largest for the simply supported edge condition, because the zero transverse shear deforma-
tions at the panel edges cannot be constrained in the finite element models. This solution discrepancy is
larger at low values of b/a and gradually decreases as b/a increases. For the sandwich panels the eigen-
shifting has small effect on the improvement of the eigenvalue convergence rate.
The author gratefully acknowledges the contribution of the late Raymond H. Jackson, NASA mathe-
matician, in setting up computer programs for the eigenvalue extractions.
Dryden Flight Research Center
N_'tional A eronautics and Space Administration
Edwards, California, June 14, 1994
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aY 940387
Figure 1. Rectangular honeycomb-core sandwich panel.
y 940455
Figure 2. Rectangular sandwich panel under thermal loading.
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(a) Four edges simply supported (4S condition). (b) Four edges clamped (4C condition).
J× Jx
y Y
(c) Two sides clamped, two ends simply support- (d) Two sides simply supported, two ends
ed (2C2S condition), clamped (2S2C condition).
Figure 3. Four types of edge conditions.
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(a) 4S condition.
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(b) 4C condition.
FI !-/"1 II IIII I I I III_
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(c) 2C2S condition.
\ \._" \ \ \ \ \\\\ \ \ \ \ \__
=x \/\" \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ /__ Yyz_°
Yxz= 0 z 94O391
(d) 2S2C condition.
Figure 4. Edge distortions of sandwich panel under different edge conditions; no edge distortions for
4C condition.
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Region modeled
940460
(a) Symmetric buckling (m = 1, n = 1).
Region modeled
a _ 940461
(b) Antisymmetric buckling (m = 1, n = 2).
940462
(c) Symmetric buckling (m = 1, n = 3).
Figure 5. Quarter-panel and half-panel regions for finite element models.
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(a) Model A--Quarter-panel model for {m = 1, n = 1}.
940449
(b) Model B--Half-panel model for {m = 1, n = 2 }.
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JLOC 4050
, E43 3840
$81 1920
940450
(c) Model C--Quarter-panel model for {m = l, n = 3 }.
Figure 6. Three finite element models generated for sandwich panels of different aspect ratios.
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Actual panel Finite element model
, ___ , hd3 = d3 Ecz = Ecz
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__ ____ .__ Gcxz / ,.
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Actual panel ' Finite element model
,, _ , hdl = dl Gexz= Gcxz h'-"c
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Figure 7. Modeling of sandwich panel.
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(a) Simply supported edge.
_f Zero slope, 7xz = 0
Z
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(b) Clamped edge.
Figure 8. Simulation of different edge conditions.
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Figure 9. Convergence curves of eigenvalue iterations; 4C condition; b/a = 1.
7 _4S - 2.45 min/iteration
6 ____'____ _ _.48 min/iteration
Processor 5 _ntime,
hrs
4 _1.88 rain/iteration
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Number of Eigenvalue iterations 940398
Figure 10. Increase of processor time with number of e_genvalue iterations; ELXSI 6400 computer.
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(a) 4S condition {m = 1, n = 1}.
940452
(b) 4C condition. {m = 1,,n= 1}.
Figure 11. Buckled shapes of b/a = 1 sandwich panel_ unde. r differen_ edge conditions; half panel.
25
,940453
(c) 2C2S condition {m = 1, n = 1}.
b/2 __. ;,_.._"---...._
a
____' ;_,:_.,,.
940454
(d) 2S2C condition {m - 1, n = 1}.
Figure 11. Concluded.
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(a) 4S condition {m = 1,n - 1}.
_ b! i " i ....
940457
(b) 4C condition {m - 1, n = l }.
Figure 12. Buckled shapes of b/a - 2 sandwich panel under different edge conditions; full panel.
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(c) 2C2S condition {m = 1, n = 1}.
_i" _ .z_
940459
(d) 2S2C condition {m = 1, n = 2}.
Figure 12. Concluded.
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(a) 4S condition {m = 1, n = 1}.
940404
(b) 4C condition {m = 1, n = 3 }.
Figure 13. Buckled shapes of b/a = 3 sandwich panel under different edge conditions; half panel.
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(c) 2C2S condition {m = 1, n= 1}.
b,2j_J _ _,
940406
(d) 2S2C condition {m = 1, n = 3}.
Figure 13. Concluded.
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Figure 14. Buckling temperature curves for titanium sandwich panels under different edge conditions;
a = constant.
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APPENDIX A
COEFFICIENTS OF CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS
The characteristic coefficients amnkliJappearing in equation (22) are defined in the following for differ-
ent indicial and edge conditions (ref. 12).
Case 1: 4S condition
(1) m = k, n = l
11 () ()n=m_ 4 ( m_ 2( nTt;_ 2 4amnmn = Dll --a- + 2 (D12 + 2D66 ) \ a / \ b / + D22 "ff
-v*(_)_[kx(7)_+k,(_) _]
= = (F) (a)(X)]= = _ + (D12+2D66) m_ n_ 2amnmn amnmn 11
13 31 I (n_'_3 (m_2(n_lamnmn = amnmn = - D22 b / + (D12 + 2D66) \"-a-/ \--b'/I (A-l)
m_ _ [ nn\ 2
22 Dll(____) 2 +amnmn = L166_"-b-) + DQx
= = (D12 + D66) mzc nJtamnmn amnmn
33 _ [ n_\ 2 (m_/2 +amnmn = /)22_ "b-) + 066 a / Day
(2) m # k,n ¥ l
q = 0 (A-2)a mnkl
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Case 2: 4C condition
(1) m = n = k = 1 = 1
a_llll = 12Dll (_)4+8(O12+2066)(_)2(b) 2+12022 (b) 4
-30"(_)2Ikx(_)2+ky(b) 2]
a1111 = allll = - 12Dll +4(D12+2D66 ) a
a1111 = a1111 = - 12D22 + 4(D12 + 2D66)
a21_11= 12DlI(_)2 +4D66(b)2 + 3DQx
a1111 = a1111 = 4(D12 +D66 ) a_
33 ()_ (a=_)2a1111 = 12D22 _ + 4D66 + 3Day
(2) m = k = 1, n = l _ 1
11 (_)4 (_)2(b)2 3_ [3_\ 4 2alnln = 8Dll +4(D12+2D66) (l+n2) +_D22_g) [(l+n 2) +4n 2]
, a_ 2 _ 2 3k (b)2(l+n2)]-_( )[_X(a)+ ,
12 _1 E (_/3 (/(/__ 1alnln = alnln = - 8Dll a +2(D12+2D66 ) a b (l+n 2)
,3 ,, } (A-4)alnln = alnln = _ _D22 [(l+n2)2+4n 2] +2(D12+2D66 ) _ (l+n2)
alnln = 8Dll a +2D66 (1 +n 2) +2DQx
alnln = alnln = 2 (D12 + D66 ) a (1 + n 2)
33 3_ [_\2 (_)2 3alnln = _022_-_) [(1 +n2)2+4n 2] +2D66 (l+n 2) +_DQy(l+n 2)
33
(3) m =k¥ 1, n= 1= 1
11 3D (_)4 2+ (b)amlml = _ llka ] [(1+m2) 4m 2] +4(D12+2D66)(_) 2 2(1+m2)+8D22(b) 4
_D,(_)213k (_52 _ 2j\a/ L'2 Xka/ (l+m 2) +2ky(_)
12 21 3 3 2 -I'-
amlm 1 = amlm I = _ ,_D11 [(l+m 2) 4m 2] +2(D12+2D66) za g (1+ m2)
2_ 3 2
x (A-5)amlml = amlml = - 8D22 +2(D12+2D66) (l+m 2
(_)_22 = 3D (_2 3amtml 2 11\a} [(l+m2)2+4m2] +2D66 b (l+m2) +2Do x(l+m2)
amlml = amlml = 2(D12+D66) a (l+m2)
amlml = 8D22 + 2D66 (1 + m 2) + 2DQy
(4) m =k¥ 1, n = 1¥ 1
11 =D _ 4
amnmn ll(a ) [(l+m2) 2+4m2] +2(D12+2D66)(z¢_2(_ 2a/ \_9] (1 +m 2) (l+n 2)
2
+D22(b)4[(l+n2)2+4n2] - D'(a ) [kx(_)2(l+m 2) +ky (b)2(l+n2)]
= :-- + + 1+ +}
_ (A-6)
amnmn = amnmn = -- D22 _ [ (1 + n2) 2 + 4n2] + (D12 + 2D66) _ (1 + m 2) (1 + n2)
_ ()_ (_)_amnmn = Dll a [(l+mZ)Z+4m2] +D66 (l+m2) (l+n2) +DQ x(l+m2)
23 32 = (D12 + 066) a b (1 + m 2) (1 + n 2)amnmn = amnmn
_ 2
amnmn = D22 b [(l+n2) +4n2] +2D66 a (l+m2) (l+n2) +Day (l+n2)
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(5) m = k = 1, n-I = 2
II [4 ( )4 (7) 2()2 ]
:rr 3_ [_,_4 4
alnll = -- Dll a + 2 (D12 + 2D66 ) g (1 + l) 2 + 4/3221 b) (1 + l)
2 _ -3k(-_)2(1+1)
+D*(a) [kx(a) 2+ 4 Y\ b] 2]
:_ (1+l) 2
alnll = alnll = 4Dll + (D12 + 2D66) a
,3 3, _ ()_ ()(7)2022 _ (1 + l) 2 (A-7)alnll = alnll = b (1+l)4+ (O12+2066) a
a_211 =- [4DII(_)2+D66(7)2(I+l)2+DQx]
(:n;)(b) (I + I)223 32 = -- (D12 + 066) aalnll = alnll
33 ? (I (=1 ]alnll = - 4 D22 b (1 +l)4+D66 a (1+1)2+3_DQY (1 + I) 2
(6) m = k k: 1, n- l = 2
11 1{011(4/4amnml =-_ [(l+m 2) 4m2] +2(D12+2D66)(_) 2 2(1+m2)(1+1)2
71;4 } D* _2 _ 2+D22(b) (1+I) 4 +'_-(a) [kx(7) 2(1+ m2) +ky(_) (1+I) 2]
amnml = amnml = 2 Dll a [(1 +m 2) +4m 2] + (D12+2D66) a
zg (l+m 2) (1+l) 2
amnml = amnml = _ D22 (1 + l) 4 + (D12 + 2D66 ) b (A-8)
amnml = _ _ Dll [(l+m2)2+4m2]+D66 _ (1+m2) (1+l) 2 +Dog(1 +m 2)
amnml = amnml = -- _ (D12 + D66 ) (1 + m 2) (1 + l) 2
amnml 2 22 D66 (1 + m 2) ( 1 + l) 2 + Day ( 1 + l) 2
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(7) m- k = 2, n = l = 1
H [3 4 1amlkl _Oll(_ ) (l+k) 4+2(O12+2066)(7_]2(g)2 4=- a/ \bY (l+k)2+4D22(b)
+ \a/ 1_4 X\a/ +ICy( 2
12 21 3D /a;_'_3(l+k)4 + (D12+2D66) (l+k)2
amlkl = amlkl 4 11\ a] -b
13amlkl = amlkl = 4D22 _9 + (D12 + 2D66) _9 (1 + k) 2 (A-9)
22 3 _ 2
amlk, = - [71Dll(_)2(l+k)4+D66(-_) (l+k)2+_DQx(l+k) 2]
23 32 =-(D12 +Daa)(_)(b)(l+k)2amlkl = amlkl
g (1 +k) 2
amlkl = - 4D22 b + D66 a + Day
(8) m-k = 2, n = l _:1
(_) (_)(l+k) 21, _ 1 [D (_4 2 2
amnkn----2l alka} (1+k)4+2(D12+2D66) b (l+n2)
+D22(b) 4[(l+n2) 2+4n2] +'_(a kx(_) 2(1+ k) 2+ky(_)2(l+n 2)
12 21 1 [ ( )3 ()(b) z 1n; (1 +k)4 _ (1+k)2amnkn = amnkn = 2 Dll a + (D12 + 2D66) a (1 + n2)
13 31 1[ (g)3 2 ( ]amnkn = amnkn = 2 D22 b [(1+n2 ) +4n2 ] + (D12+ED66) __2(___a/kb/(l+k)2(l+n2) (A-10)
22 1 Ol 1 (1 +k) 4 _ 2amnkn = -- 2 a + 066 _9 (1 + k) 2 ( 1 + n 2) + OQx (1 + k) 2
23 32 I (O,2 + D66) (_) (b)amnkn = amnkn = -- '2 a (1 + k) 2 (1 + n 2)
{ (a;)2 2 (_ (l+k2)(l+n2) +DQy (l+n2)}33 1 D22 b [(1 + n2) +4n 2] + D66 a)2a mnkn - 2
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(9) m-k -- 2, n-l = 2
11 1 D11 +2(D12+2D66) b (1+k)2(1+l)2a mnkl = 4 a ( l + k ) 4
+ + _ _ 2 +k _ 2 21D22(b)4(1 l) 4] D*(_-_2[kx(a)4\a/ (1+k)2 Y(b)(1+1)
,Eo ]amnkl = amnkl = -- 4 11 a (1 + k) 4 + (O12 + 2D66 ) (1 + k) 2 (1 + l) 2
amnkl = amnkl = -- 4 22 (1+l)4+ (D12+2D66) a/ kb/(1+k)2(1+l)2 (A-11)
22 1 D11 (1+k) 4+D66 b (1+k) 2(1+/)2+amnkl = 71 DQx (1 + k) 2
23 32 1(D12 (_)(:_) (1+k)2(1 + 1)2amnkl = amnkl = _ +066)
amnkl = _ D22 (1 + l) 4 + D66 a ( 1 + k) 2 ( 1 + l) 2 + OQy (l + l) 2
Case 3: 2C2S condition
(1) m = k, n = l = 1
11 = 3D (m_'_4 (m_] 2(_'_2 (_)4amlml Ilk a ] + 8 (012 + 2D66) \a/ \b/ + 16D22
-D*(_)213kx(_)2+4ky(b) 2]
E ( (m_) (b)2]12 21 m_] 3 + 4 (D12 + 2D66 ) Tamlml = amlml = - 3Dll a /
a,.am1 = ama,.1 =- 16D22 +4(D12+2D66 ) m_t)2( (A-12)
a / \
amaml 11\ a } + 4D66 + 3DQx
amlml = amaml = 4 (D12 + D66 ) m_
amlml = 16D22 +4D66 _-_) +4DQx
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(2) m=k,n=l_-i
11 m_2(_
amnmn = 2Dll (_._)4 + 4 (D12 + 2D66) (___/ k_/2(1 +n2) + 2D22(b)4 [ (1 +n2)2 + 4n 2]
-2D*(_)2Ikx(-_)2+ky(b)2(l+n2)]
12 21 [ (m_/3 (mz_) (b) ]amnmn = amnmn = - 2Dl1 "--'_-/ + 2 (D12 + 2D66 ) ""a- 2 ( 1 + n 2)
{ (b) 3 (m:_2( _-'_ (1 +n 2) } (A-13)13 31 2D22 [ (1 + n 2) 2 + 4n2] + 2 (D12 + 2D66 ) \ a ] \ b/
amnmn = amnmn = -
22 2D [ m_r'_ 2 (_)2amnmn = 11\ a / +2D66 b (1+n2) +2DQx
mzr zr ( 1 + n2)
amnmn = amnmn = 2 (D12 + D66 ) "a'- _9
33 (b) 2 2D {mn]2amnmn = 2D22 [(l+n2) 2+4n2] + 66\ a } (l+n2) +2Doy(l+n2)
(3) m = k, n- 1 = 2
m= (b)(1+/)2 D22( _amnml = - ll(m=14+2(O12+2066)('--_) 2a/ 2 + 9)4(1+l)4
zc 2Fk ( m=] 2 z_ 2 21+D*(a) L x\ a / +ky(_) (1+')
12 21 = D ( mz_'_3 2
amnml = amnml 11\ a ] + (D12+2D66) _ (1+1)2
13 31 (_)3 (m:rr,_2(:rr,]amnml = amnml = D22 _ (l + l) 4 + (D12 + 2D66 ) \ a ] \ b] (1 + 1)2 (A-14)
22 m_ / 2 2
= - + D66 b + DQxamnml 11 a /
23 32 = -- (D12 + D66 ) (1 + l)amnml = amnml
33 I ( ) + 066(mzr) (1 +1)_ 2+ DQy(I+I)2]
2_ 2 2
amnml = - D22 _ (1 + I) 4
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Case 4: 2S2C condition
(1) m = k = 1, n = 1
k
11 , 4
alnln = 16Dll + 8 (D12 + 2D66 ) \ a/ \ b / + 3D22 "_
alnln = alnln = - 16Dll + 4 (D12 + 2D66 ) -_-
13 31 I ( ) ( (A-15)
nr¢ 3 __]2( n____]-]
alnln = alnln = - 3D22 T +4(D12+2D66 ) a] \ b]_l
alnl_ = 16011 + 4066 + 40Qx
23 32 (_)(T)R_alnln = alnln = 4 (D_2 +066 )
( (alnln = 3022 b/ + 4066 a +3Dax
(2) m = k _ 1, n = l
11 = 2Dll(_t [(l+m2)2+4m 2] +4(D12+2D66)\a ! \b--/ (l+m 2)amnmn a) 4 (_]2(n:rf'] 2 + 2022(?) 4
-2D*(_)2[kx(_) 2(1+m2) +kY( n_'_2-]b]..l
12 21 { (_)3 (_) (n_]2 (1+ m2) }amnmn = amnmn = - 2Dll [(l+m2)Z+4m2] +2(D12+2D66) \ bl
13 31 [ ( ) ( ) (b)] (A-16)
n_ 3 7_ 2
amnmn = amnmn = -- 2D22 _ + 2 (D12 + 2D66 ) (1 + m 2) a
22 ( ) m2) 2 ( )
2 2
n_t (1 + m 2) + 2DQy (1 + m2)amnmn = 2Dll a [(1 + +4m 2] -I-2D66
23 32 (_)(n_) (1 +m 2)amnmn = amnmn = 2 (D12 + D66 )
amnmn = 2D22 _ + 2D66 a ( ] + m2) + 2DQy
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(3) m- k = 2, n = l
11 I0 (_)4 (_)2( )2 (__)41
amnkn 11 (1 + k) 4 n_ (1 + k) 2 +
= - + 2 (D12 + 2D66) -_- D22
• 2 +k 2-]
+0 (a) [kx(_) 2(1+k) 2 Y\ b ] _J
n_ 2
amnkn = amnkn = Dll (l+k) 4+ (D12+2D66) "-b- (l+k) 2
13 31 ( )3 ( )2(n7¢_ (l+k) (A-17)
n_ :E 2
amnkn = amnkn = D22 "ff + (D12 + 2066) a \'b--]
n_ 2
amnkn = -- 11 ( 1 + k) 4 + D66 "b- ( 1 + k) 2 + DO x ( 1 + k) 2
23 32 = - (O12 + D66 ) (1 + k)a mnkn = amnkn
a3m3nkn = - [022 (n__)2+O66(_)2(1 +k) 2+oQy I
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APPENDIX B
BUCKLING EQUATIONS
The buckling equations (eigenvalue solution equations) written out from equation (21) up to order 12
(i:e., 12 x 12 matrices) for the cases m --.n = even (symmetric buckling) and m _ n = odd (antisymmetric
buckling) for different edge conditions are given on the following pages (ref. 12).
41
-_ Case 1: 4S conditionto
m ± n = even (symmetric buckling)
Akl ..-* All AI3 A22 A31 A15 A24 A33 A42 A51 A35 A44 A53
m=l, n=l 3'/1111 + p 0 4 8 8 0 0 16 0
AT 1111 _ 0 0 _-_ 0 4"--5 2"-_
m=l, n=3 M1313 4 0 0 8 8 0 0 16 0
AT . P1313 -5 _ 0 - 2"5 3"5
4 20 36 20 4 4
m=2, n=2 M2222 . P2222 --- 0 0 --- 0AT -5 63 _ 63 7
m=3, n=l M3131 + 0 8 0 8 16
AT P3131 25 _ 0 0 _-_ 0
m=l, n=5 M1515 40 0 8 0 0 16 0
AT + P1515 -2"_ - 6"3 - 2""7
m--2, n=4 M2424 72 0 8 8 120
AT . P2424 -3-5 -6"-3 3 0 147 --0
m=3, n=3 M3333 72 0 0 144 0
AT + P3333 -3"-5 4--'9"
Symmetry _40 120 0 8
m=4, n=2 M424_2+ P4242 27 147AT
m--5, n=l M5151 16AT + P5151 0 -2-_ 0
m=3, n=5 M3535 80 0AT + P3535 - 2"1
M4444 80
m=4, n=4 "_ + P4444 - 2"_
m=5, n=3 M5353AT + P5353
(B-i)
m ± n = odd (antisymmetric buckling) (4S)
Akl _ A12 A21 A14 A23 A32 A41 AI6 A25 A34 A43 A52 A61
m=l, n=2 M1212 + 4 0 4 8 0 20 0 8 0 4
AT P1212 -9 _ 0 -4-'5 6-'3 _ - 3"-5
m=2, n=l M2121 8 0 4 4 0 8 20 0
AT + P2121 -4-'5 _ 0 -3--5 _ 0 6"3
40 16 8
m=l, n=4 M1414 8 0 16 0 -- 0 --- 0
AT + P1414 -7 225 27 35 175
72 4
m=2, n=3 M2323 36 0 4 0 0 -- 0AT + P2323 -2-5 -9 3"5 7
72 4
m=3, n=2 M3232 8 0 4 0 -- 0 --AT _"P3232 --7 --7 35 9
40
m=4, n=l M4141 8 0 16 0 -- 0AT . P4141 175 - 3-5 27 =0
m=l, n=6 M1616 20 0 8 0 36AT _ P1616 11 -4"5 1225
Symmetry M2525 8 0 100 0
m=2, n=5 AT _ P2525 -3 441
144 8
M3434 + 0 --
m=3, n=4 A T P3434 49 45
M4343 8 0
m=4, n=3 AT + P4343 -3
M5252 20
m=5, n=2 A T + P525z - 1-1
M6161
m=6, n=l AT + P6161
(B-2)
4_
•_ Case 2: 4C condition4_
m ± n = even (symmetric buckling)
Akl ---* All A13 A22 A31 A15 A24 A33 A42 A51 A35 Am A53
m=l, n=l Mllll + Mill3 4 Ml131 0 8 Ml133 8 0 0 16 0
AT Pllll-_ +Pill3 2--_ AT +Pl131 1575 AT +Pl133 1575 11025
m=l, n=3 M1313 44 M1331 M1315 184 M1333 88 0 M1335 368 0AT +P1313 1575 AT +P1331 A---_+P1315 4725 AT +P1333 11025 A---'T--+P1335 33075
44M2222 44 4 M2224 484 M2242 4 44 M2244
m=2, n=2
AT + P2222 1575 5-'-_ _ + P2224 11025 AT + P2242 5"-_ 3675 A'--"_'
+ P2244 3675
m=3, n=l M3131 0 88 M3133 184 M3151 0 368 M3153AT +P3131 11025 AT +P3133 4725 AT +P3151 33075 AT +P3153
m=l, n=5 MI515 104 M1533 8 0 M1535 208 0AT + P151s 2079 AT + P1533 3675 AT + P1535 14553
m--2, n=4 M2424 2024 M2442 8 104 M2444 184
AT + P2424 33075 AT + P2442 3675 1323 AT 4-P2444 11025 =0
m=3, n=3 M3333 2024 M3351 M3335 8464 M3353AT + P3333 33075 AT + P3351 A""_ + P3335 99225 AT + P3353
104 184 M4244 104
Symmetry M4242 + P4242 1323m=4, n=2 AT 2079 11025 AT . P4244
m=5, n=l M5151 0 208 M5153AT + P515I 14553 AT + P5153
m=3, n=5 M3535 4784 M3553AT + P3535 43659 AT + P3553
M4444 4784
m=4, n=4 AT 4-P4444 43659
m=5, n=3 M5353AT + P5353
(B-3)
m ± n = odd (antisymmetric buckling) (4C)
Akl ---,. A12 A2I A14 A23 A32 A41 A16 A25 A34 A43 A52 A6I
44 M1232 8 4 M1234 88 4M1212 + P 4 M1214 + 0 - -- 0
m=l, n=2 _ a222 225 AT P1214 1575 AT + P1232 "1575 525 AT + P1234 11025 4725
m=2, n=l M2121 8 M2123 44 M2141 4 0 88 M2143 4 0
AT +P2121 1575 AT +P2123 1575 AT +P2141 472--'-'5 11025 AT +P2143 525
184 M1432 _ 1.._._6 M1416 104 M1434 368 8
m=l, n=4 M1414 + P1414 4725 + P1432 .11025 + P1416 2079 + P1434 0A T AT A T A T 33075 33075
m--2, n--3 M2323 484 M2341 172 M2325 2024 M2343 44 0
AT +P2323 11025 AT +P2341 17325 AT +P2325 33075 AT +P2343 3675
m=3, n=2 M3232 184 0 44 M3234 2024 M3252 172
AT + P3232 4725 3675 AT + P3234 33075 AT + P3252 17325
m--4, n=l M4141 8 0 368 M4143 104 M4161AT + P4141 33075 33075 AT + P4143 207--"-9 AT + P4161 =0
m=l, n=6 M1616 236 M1634 344 0 4AT + P1616 3861 AT + P1634 - 12127----'_ 99225
Symmetry M2525 104 M2543 4 0
m=2, n--5 AT + P2525 1323 AT _"P2543 1225
m=3, n=4 M3434 8464 M3452 344AT + P3434 99225 AT + P3452 121275
m--4, n--3 M4343 104 M4361AT _P4343 1323 AT +P4361
M5252 236
m=5, n=2 AT + P5252 3861
m=6, n--1 M6161AT + P6161
(B-4)
4_
t.gt
-_ Case 3: 2C2S condition
m ± n = even (symmetric buckling)
Akt _ A n A13 A22 A31 A15 A24 A33 A42 A51 A35 A44 A53
4 8 8 16
re=l, n=l Mnll + Mill3 + -- 0 0 0 -- 0 0 0
AT Panl A--_ Pna3 45 315 225 1575
44 M1315 184 88 368re=l, n=3 M1313 + 0 -- 0 0 0 0
AT P13a3 315 AT + P1315 945 1575 4725
m=2, n=2 M2222 4 4 M2224 44 4 12 0 44
AT + P2222 - 2"-5 10--'-5 "7_ + P2224 _ 0 -6-'3 175 44"-"_
m--3, n=l M3131 0 8 M3133 8 0 0 16 0
AT + P3131 17--'_ AT + P3133 35 245
520 8 208
m=l, n=5 Masa5 + 0 -- 0 0 0
AT P1515 2079 525 2079
184 8 104 184
m=2, n=4 M2424 + 0 -- -- 0
AT P2424 525 441 231 1323 =0
88 M3335 368m=3, n=3 M3333 + 0 -- 0
AT P3333 245 AT + P3335 735
Symmetry 8 24 M4244 88
m=4, n=2 M4242 + P4242AT - 2"7 24---5 AT _"P4244 18-'9
m=5, n=l M5151 + 0 16 M5153 +
AT P5151 18"-9 A_ P5153
m=3, n=5 M3535 1040 0
AT + P3535 1617
m=4, n--4 M4444 + P4444 368AT 567
m=5, n=3 M5353
AT _"P5353
(S-5)
m ± n = odd (antisymmetric buckling) (2C2S)
Akt ---- A12 Am A14 A23 A32 A41 A16 A25 A34 A43 A52 A61
44 8 4 88 4
m=l, n=2 M1212 + p 4 M1214 + -- 0 0 0 0
AT _1212 --2-'5 AT P1214 315 225 105 1575 175
m=2, n=l M2121 8 Mz123 4 0 4 0 8 0 4 0AT .I-P2121 31--'-5 AT + P2123 2_ 9"_ 175 6"3
184 0 16 M1416 520 0 368 0 8
m=l, n=4 M1414 + P1414 945 1575 A""_ + P1416 2079 4725 1225AT
m--2, n=3 M2323 44 0 172 M2325 184 0 44 0AT + P2323 175 3465 AT + P2325 5-_ 441
M3232 _ 8 0 12 M3234 88 0 4
m=3, n=2 _ +/"3232 35 17"-'_ AT + P3234 24-'-'5 45
M4141 8 0 16 M4143 8 0
m=4, n--1 AT .P4141 4725 2"_ AT _'P4143 2"7 =0
1180 344 4
m=l, n=6 M1616 -I- - 0 0AT P1616 3861 17325 3675
Symmetry M_25 104 0 4 0
m=2, n=5 AT + P2525 231 14""7
M3434 368 0 8
m=3, n=4 AT + P3434 735 31"'5
M4343 88 0
m=4, n=3 AT _"P4343 189
M5252 4
m=5, n=2 AT + P5252 - 1"_
M6161
m=6, n=l _ + -1"6161
(B-6)
•_ Case 4: 2S2C conditionoo
m ± n = even (symmetric buckling)
Akl -'" All A13 A22 A31 A15 A24 A33 A42 AS1 A35 A44 A53
m=l, n=l Ml111 0 4 Ml131 0 8 0 8 0 0 16 0
"-_ + Pl111 4"5 AT . Pl131 2"-_ 315 1575
m--l, n--3 M1313 4 0 0 8 M1333 8 0 0 16 0
AT +P1313 -_ 3"5 AT +P1333 17"'5 245
m=2, n--2 M2222 44 4 0 44 M2242 4 44 0 12
AT + P2222 315 63 17-'-'5 AT + P2242 10"-"-5 44-'-'_ 175
m=3, n=l M3131 0 88 0 184 M3151 + 0 368 0
A T + P3131 1575 94""5 AT P3151 4725
m=l, n=5 M1515 8 0 8 0 M1535 16 0
AT + P1515 - 2"7 44--'-_ AT + P1535 18"-'9
m=2, n=4 M2424 88 0 8 88 M.7_44 24
AT- + P2424 245 5"-_ 18"-"9 AT + P2444 24""5 =0
m--3, n--3 M3333 184 0 0 368 M3353
AT + P3333 525 73""_ AT + P3353
Symmetry 104
M4242 + P 520 184 0 --
m--4, n--2 y 4242 2079 1323 231
m=5, n=l M5151 0 208 0
AT + P5151 2079
368
m=3, n=5 M3535 + - _ 0
A T P3535 567
m=4, n=4 M4444 1040
AT + P4444 1617
m=5, n=3 M5353
AT + P5353
(B-7)
m ± n = odd (antisymmetric buckling) (2S2C)
Akl --.* A12 A21 A14 A23 A32 A41 A16 A25 A34 A43 A52 A61
m=l, n=2 M1212 + P 4 0 4 M1232 8 0 4 0 8 0 4
AT lzlz 45 _ AT + P1232 31"-'5 6"3 175 94"'5
m=2, n=l M2121 8 0 44 M2141 4 0 88 0 4 0AT . P2121 225 31-_ AT t- P2141 175 1575 105
_ 8 0 16 0 8 M1434 16 8
m=l, n=4 M1414 + PI414 35 1575 2"-'7 -- + P1434 -- 0A T A T 245 4725
m=2, n=3 M2323 44 0 4 0 88 M2343 12 0AT + P2323 175 45 24--'-5 AT + P2343 17"-'-5
m=3, n=2 M3232 184 0 44 0 184 M3252 172AT + P3232 945 441 5"-_ AT t P3252 3465
m=4, n=l M414I 8 0 368 0 520 M4161AT _"P4141 1225 4725 2079 AT + P4161 =0
m=l, n=6 M1616 4 0 8 0 4AT _ P1616 11 31"'5 3675
Symmetry M2525 88 4
m=2, n--5 AT + P2525 189 0 14----7 0
368 344
M3434 + 0
m=3, n=4 AT P3434 735 17325
M4343 104 0
m--4, n=3 AT + P4343 231
M5252 + P 1180
m=5, n--2 AT 5252 3861
m=6, n=l M6161AT + P6161
(B-8)
4_.
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